Front End Developer

**Number of Posts:** 2

**Contract Type:** Permanent – Full Time

**Job description**
At River, we develop innovative products for our clients who operate in different markets and industries with the latest technologies. We are looking for a Front-End Developer who is motivated to help us deliver new innovative features to our clients whilst also maintaining our internal systems and making sure that we keep our tech up to date. Responsibilities

- Work in an agile team consisting of other frontend developers whilst in constant support of other tech teams.
- Participate in task estimations & code reviews.
- Plan, build, test, and release new features and experiments in TypeScript, Angular, etc.
- Collaborate with engineers across the department to identify and build on improvements to our processes and systems.

**Requirements**
- Strong JavaScript & basic TypeScript knowledge
- More than 2 years’ experience in at least one JavaScript Framework (Angular2+, React, Vue.js or Aurelia)
- SCSS
- RxJS
- Working in scrum team
- Basic npm/node knowledge
- Basic GIT knowledge

**Skills in the following area is considered a Plus:**
- Redux
- Apollo/GQL
- Jest
- Webpack

**Training provided:** Yes, however candidate must possess the minimum requirements and training can be offered for additional skills.

**Any assistance with accommodation/relocation:** We cover relocation costs and provide temporary accommodation.

- **Any other benefits:**
  - Commuting Assistance
  - Performance Bonus
Vacancy additional information

- Wellness Package
- Health Insurance
- Work From home Allowance

**Salary**
Eur 30000-35000 (depending on candidate’s experience)

**How will the interviews be held?**
All interview stages are done remotely.

**To apply**
CVs and a covering email are to be sent by email to eures.recruitment.jobsplus@gov.mt and should be written in English. Please quote the vacancy name and number in your email.